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Abstract 

Over the last two decades, several studies and practical trials have shown the value of 

combining automated pulse-echo UT and TOFD techniques to replace radiography for the 

manufacturing inspection of welded joints in various industries. 

Although widely used in pipeline NDT, the “zone-discrimination technique” has several 
limitations and practical issues. Combining sectorial scan phased array and TOFD techniques will 

result in a more robust and flexible inspection technique, but increases the performance 

requirements on phased array UT data acquisition hardware and software. 

This paper will show how recently developed portable phased array hardware and state-of-the-

art software can adequately support this improved concept for volumetric weld inspection.  

Various aspects of the hardware and software specification will be discussed, highlighting the 

potential benefit of enhanced performance on the final inspection results. The presented practical 

examples will also include considerations about phased array and TOFD probe design, selection 

and generation of focal laws, and analysis of inspection results. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Weld testing has been a central topic for the NDT community, and the relatively recent 

“contest” between radiographic testing (RT) and phased array ultrasonic testing (PAUT) has 

certainly contributed to hold people’s attention. Over the last decade, the progress of PAUT with 

regards to Codes and Standards has been moderate (similarly for TOFD), and most will agree that 

substantial breakthroughs can be counted on the finger of one hand: 

 

 ASME Code Case 2235 for boilers and pressure vessels; 

 ASME Code Case 181 for process piping (heavily inspired from CC2235); 

 API 1104 / ASTM 1961 for pipeline girth welds; 

 

Moreover, the acceptance of the unique imaging capabilities of PAUT has been fairly slow. 

Except when performing purely manual inspections, sectorial scans (S-Scans) are often put aside, 

and the temptation to mimic conventional UT with linear scans (L-Scans) or zonal discrimination 

techniques is still very much alive today.  

 

However, zonal discrimination techniques are not taking full advantage of the potential of 

phased array UT technology, making the examination all but flexible. For example, the procedure 

must be optimized for a specific bevel geometry requiring exact values of bevel angles and all 

other weld joint characteristics, thus preventing most on-site adjustments that are often badly 

needed. And of course, calibration must be performed on an identical geometry. Although simple 

in appearance, this implies that calibration blocks are readily available on site and that technicians 

are always making use of the appropriate reference standard. Furthermore, to ensure results 

within the inspection code criteria, the alignment of the probe carrier is critical during scanning: a 

misalignement of only 2 or 3 millimeters will invalidate the examination. This is particularly 

irritating, as the positioning of the scanning mechanism with respect to the weld centerline has 

more than often been reported to be laborious under real-life conditions. Zonal discrimination 

techniques are also requiring the temperature of the wedges and the material to be well 

controlled. This is especially annoying if we consider that along a single pipeline, temperature can 

vary significantly between different seams. Additionally, it is worth noting that zonal 

discrimination techniques, while suitable when automated welding is deployed, are far less 

successful when facing manual welds.  
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On the other hand, numerous field trials, blind tests and extensive comparisons have 

demonstrated excellent results when using sectorial scanning for weld inspections [Ref 1-4], 

especially if combined with TOFD. Interrogating weldments with such a combination of 

techniques typically yields a high probability of detection and excellent sizing capabilities while 

remaining more flexible to handle practical difficulties often encountered in the field, like 

unexpected joint geometries or slight variations from the nominal geometry. The intrinsic 

capability of sectorial scans to capture complete pictures of the Region Of Interest (ROI), 

provides the extra flexilibity needed to accomplish quality examinations under real-life 

conditions.  

 

Regulators cannot simply be held responsible for the slow progress in the Codes, for there 

were technological difficulties in trying to perform PAUT sectorial scannning and TOFD 

simultaneously with high-productivity targets in mind. This paper will emphasize that technology 

and equipment are now available to efficiently deploy the combination of S-Scans and TOFD, 

even on thick components. The technical limitations were mostly related to: the complexity of 

scan plans, the pure capability of instruments to perform both PAUT and TOFD simultaneously, 

bottlenecks in the processing and/or recording of large amount of data and the complexity of 

analyzing this data.  

 

2. Coverage assessment made accessible 

 

During the early stages of technique development, it is critical to demonstrate the capability to 

fully cover the ROI. In order to do so, one must possess the adequate tool allowing to show 

placement of the search units, all ultrasonic beam angles, movements and the resulting 

component coverage. In the case of weldments, it is important to be able to portray the complete 

examination strategy taking into account the actual weld profile. 

While the “pen and paper” method was effectively used for a number of years, most will agree 

that computerized methods are the preferred way of establishing scan plans. One of the first 

successful, standardized tools made available to the NDT community became widely available in 

2007 [Ref 5]. This simple and intuitive software is dedicated to the generation of inspection plans, 

and has unquestionably contributed to enhance the quality of numerous examinations in the last 

few years. Also available to the NDT community is a complete software capable of assisting the 

user from the early technique development stages, up to the actual data acquisition and the final 

reporting. Zetec’s UltraVision® 3 software is mostly known for its impressive feature set during 
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the data acquisition and analysis stages, but the software is also extremely powerful in assisting 

users during the elaboration of the examination strategy. It is capable of handling fairly complex 

inspection schemes involving multiples sectorial scans in combination with TOFD.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 (top to bottom): definition of specimen and weld geometry, coverage assessment 

using sectorial scan PAUT and representation of a typical PAUT and TOFD combination 
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Without a doubt, the multiple angles produced by sectorial scans have added a challenge for 

technique developers and have worried the regulators. And whereas linear scans (L-Scans) have 

the advantage of replicating conventional UT angles -comforting some players in the industry- 

they do not use the full potential of phased array technology for interrogating the ROI. It was 

therefore natural to provide the industry with an easy-to-use software that would allow the 

complete validation of a complex examination, such as combining sectorial scan PAUT and 

TOFD.  

Figure 2: UltraVision 3 is a complete technique development tool including ray-tracing 

with postulated defects, acoustic beam simulations, coverage assessment and more 

 

Having a unique software capable of performing all the preparation work needed to 

professionally conduct a PAUT & TOFD examination is greatly reducing the complexity for 

industry professionals. It can facilitate the elaboration of the technique, the acceptance of the 

applicable procedure, and even the process of meeting requirements, e.g. ENIQ [Ref 6] 

qualifications. 
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3. Data acquisition: PAUT & quality TOFD simultaneously 

 

Once the inspection technique has been elaborated and validated, one must find suitable 

hardware to achieve the task. Interestingly enough, many instruments on the market come with 

important limitations when trying to make use of PAUT and TOFD simultaneously. 

From lessons learned over the years, Zetec has developed a portable instrument capable of 

combining PAUT and TOFD technologies with the highest standards of performance. The 

ZIRCONTM is a compact, battery-operated system that combines phased array UT and TOFD 

capabilities in a rugged, hermetically sealed casing. This next-generation instrument was designed 

to provide outstanding signal quality and optimal signal-to-noise ratio under all circumstances. 

Zetec’s latest instrument is a 32/128PR unit equipped with 2 additional, dedicated channels 

pulsing at 200 volts for TOFD inspections.    

 
 

Figure 3: the ZIRCON was engineered to perform PAUT & TOFD simultaneously 
 
 

Controlled by UltraVision 3, this hardware provides true phased array imaging using sectorial 

scans while simultaneously recording quality TOFD signals.  
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4. Overcoming processing difficulties of sectorial scans & TOFD  

 

Equipped with state-of-the-art technology, one can efficiently use sectorial scans and TOFD in 

replacement of strip charts. Certainly the amount of data being generated and recorded is greater: 

thousands of samples may need to the digested by the acquisition system every second. Of 

course, this represents a challenge, causing most units to struggle when recording data at high 

speeds. Fortunately, technological advances have been such that Zetec’s latest system has an 
impressive data throughput of 10 Mb/sec, which is 2 to 3 times better than what most PA users 

are currently experiencing with their unit. Back in 2009, a report from the Edison Welding 

Institute was already emphasizing the need for higher performance instruments in order to 

efficiently replace zonal discrimination techniques and achieve more accurate results on pipeline 

girth welds [Ref 7].   

 

Inevitably, recording more data sheds some light on another common limitation: the 

maximum data file size. As the industry progresses towards high-productivity examinations 

using multiple probes -sometimes generating multiple sectorial scans- the quantity of data 

recorded per meter of weld is augmenting considerably. Realizing that putting aside an improved 

method for such reasons would be a mistake, Zetec has engineered its systems to record up to 20 

gigabytes of data in a single file. With most units on the market having a maximum data file size 

limitation of 2 gigabytes or less, the ZIRCON is opening new possibilities for industry 

professionals on the look for higher productivity.   

 
 

5. Efficient analysis of PAUT & TOFD data  

 

Having established a suitable examination strategy and efficiently performed data collection of 

sectorial scans and TOFD simultaneously, one must be able to interpret data in a timely fashion. 

Without a doubt, phased array ultrasonics is once more imposing a challenge: presenting a 

tremendous amount of data intelligently is a critical aspect of any PAUT analysis software. 

Software should ideally guide the analyst in finding relevant indications, and provide him with 

the appropriate features to efficiently process raw data and obtain consistent results. 

 

With that in mind, Zetec successfully optimized its Volumetric Merge feature: this well-

thought algorithm is integrated within the UltraVision 3 software and simplifies the task of 

analyzing PAUT data, especially when using multiple S-Scans. The Volumetric Merge is taking 
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care of all the different focal laws, the multiple frames recorded and the various probe positions, 

to create three simple, cumulated views. Indeed, the algorithm is looking for the maximum 

amplitude found within the complete inspected volume and is projecting that useful information 

to create a Top view, a Side view and an End view. Doing so, the analyst can judiciously 

concentrate on investigating meaningful views. Or course, precise calculations are integrated, in 

order to provide flaw location for both flat and cylindrical geometries while flaw size can be 

obtained by either automatic amplitude drop sizing or tip diffraction methods.  

 

Figure 4: the Volumetric Merge feature of UltraVision allows for  

an efficient analysis of the full inspected volume 

 

 

Having put to contribution the Volumeric Merge feature, the analyst is free to make use of the 

powerful combination of phased array UT and TOFD. The simple fact of displaying both imaging 

techniques side-by-side is providing a significant advantage, allowing the analyst to cross-

reference potential indications. Figure 5 shows a typical display setup, showing a Top view and 

an End view for both PAUT probes (merged views for skew 90 and skew 270), along with TOFD 

data.  

This example emphasizes again the importance of adequate insonification and technique 

combination: while four indications can be correlated on both TOFD and skew 90 data, we can 

observe that one indication is somewhat more difficult to detect with the skew 270 data. 
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Figure 5: dual S-Scans & TOFD data acquired with the ZIRCON  

on a 12mm carbon steel, single V weld.  
 

6. Conclusions 

 

6.1. The combination of PAUT sectorial scanning and TOFD is a robust inspection technique, 

that should be preferred over RT for a wide range of weld types; 

6.2. The use of PAUT sectorial scanning and TOFD, provides a superior alternative to zonal 

discrimination techniques, whenever inspection flexibility or advanced analysis are 

required; 

6.3. Recently developed portable phased array hardware and state-of-the-art software offer 

optimized features to adequately support this combination of techniques; 

6.4. As with any advanced UT inspection technique, development and validation using 

adequate tools are essential for the success of the inspection, and should be performed in 

the early stages of the project. 
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